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1 Introduction

The term “Semantic Web” was coined by Tim Berners-Lee and refers to the data model
as well as methods and technologies that allows machines to understand the meaning - or
“semantics” - of information. The W3C supervises the development of several standards
that are related to the representation and processing of data that is semantically
annotated. According to Tim Berners-Lee’s vision, the availability of machine-readable
metadata shall enable software agents to access the Web in a deeper way. And thus be
able to perform tasks automatically and locate related information on behalf of the user.

These technologies include the Resource Description Framework (RDF) as the
underlying data model, a variety of data interchange formats (e.g. RDF/XML, N3,
Turtle, N-Triples), powerful base vocabularies for data modeling such as RDF Schema
(RDFS) and the Web Ontology Language (OWL). All of these are intended to provide a
formal description of concepts, terms, and relationships of entities. This is what we call
an ontology - a formalization of a conceptualization of knowledge.

My bachelor thesis [Bre10] (and hence this paper) deals with the OntoWiki project
[ADR06], which is a open source semantic wiki and ontology engineering tool. It is one
of the main projects of the “Agile Knowledge Engineering and Semantic Web” (AKSW)
research group. OntoWiki provides the visual presentation of a knowledge base as an
information map, with different views on instance data. It enables intuitive collaborative
authoring of semantic content and publishing Linked Data. It is a modular PHP web
application built on the Zend framework, using the Erfurt API, which is a multiple-
backend database abstraction layer with integrated access control, versioning and
caching features. It is currently under active development within the context of a
European Union Research Project since 2006.

2 Abstracting Queries

A very common view on the data is a list, which displays all instances of a class. Due to
various well-established and arbitrary user-defined schemes, this view is not powerful
enough to keep up with the Semantic Data Web. Also users want to modify this view to
their needs and filter for many criteria. This gave us the idea to extend this view to an
API that enables further development: The list is generated using a SPARQL query1

[PS07] that selects entities in the current RDF graph. This is done within a special class2.

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
2 OntoWiki_Model_Instances
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Prior to my work queries were constructed by straight-forward string operations. An
extension with filters and the extensive reuse with other components, that want to use the
query as a black box and extend the query with additional patterns, renders naive string
constructions improper. The solution proposed is an abstraction of the query language on
the basis of its grammar, where the production rules are represented by classes but also
has many convenience methods that spare developers the technical grammar details.

To give a short overview of the idea: Most important is the Query class; for example it
holds methods to set limit, offset, projection modifiers and an object that represents the
where-part. There is a toString method that recursively builds the query string. The
where object is an instance of the GraphPattern class, which is a container for other
objects and again has a toString method and so on. The complete documentation can be
found in my thesis or in the online documentation3 of OntoWiki. The details are not too
interesting, so I will just give you some examples4:

$query = new Query();
$triple = new Triple(

$s = new Var("s"),
new Var("p"),
new Var("o"));

$query ->addElement($triple)
->setLimit(20);

echo $query;

Produces the output:

SELECT *
WHERE {
?s ?p ?o
}
LIMIT 20

The idea is to have an object orientated approach of building queries that can operate on
grammar level. This query for example selects all entities. Other components of
OntoWiki can now get the query via the application framework, extend the query for
their need; while regarding it as a black box and thus just adding a new view. For
example some component wants to take the entities that have been selected previously
and display them on a map by doing the following:

$triple2 = new Triple(
$s,
new IriRef("ex:geo"),
new Var("location"));

$query ->addElement($triple2)
$results = $store ->sparqlQuery($query);

3 http://docs.ontowiki.net/fw/
4 The examples are slightly abbreviated for understand ability
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The integration in our application is more complex of course: for example we have an
additional abstraction layer for lists. So other components do not need to instantiate
query objects, but rather call methods like addShownPropery, addFilter etc. Furthermore
this abstract instances object is stored in the web server session to persist user navigation
and realize application feeling.

There are for example the map component (that displays a geo-location view of the
instances), a source component (that displays the N3 serialization), the versioning
component (that shows the history of the selected instances), a community activity
monitor and some modules that allow the user the modification of the list: a pager that
changes limit and offset, the “shown properties” module that is able to add and remove
properties of the instances to display, and finally a module to add custom filters like
property-value restrictions (value equals, bound, larger, smaller, between, contains). It is
also possible to invert the filter with a not checkbox and remove filters. Furthermore if
you want to use a filter that does not match one of these schemes, you can type your own
query, which then is parsed by a SPARQL parser [Bru10] and the result is displayed in
the list - with the generic features of OntoWiki.

3 Implementation

What I want to present here is the general concept. The implementation introduced 71
PHP classes to map the 100 rules of the grammar; though this may seem much, it took
4354 lines of PHP code – so only an average of 61 lines per class. The classes itself are
either a container for other objects (for example the GroupGraph-Pattern class simply
hosts an array that contains objects like triples, filter expressions etc.). It then has
methods to manage the elements. Or it is an element of a container (like for example an
instance of the Var class) and has methods to modify or get the properties of the object
(for example the name of the variable). But this distinction is not exclusive. There are
two abstract helper classes to reuse this concept: ContainerHelper and ElementHelper
and the first is inherited from the second.

The query classes extend one of these abstract classes and bring own functionality by
defining some methods used to set specific properties of the object and then implement a
toString method that builds a string representation of these properties.

The inheritance hierarchy of the query classes directly corresponds to the grammar. The
types of arguments of methods and constructors, which are used for passing objects that
should be contained in another query object, are restricted5 according to the production
rules of the grammar. For example the grammar defines the object (third part) of a triple
to be a GraphNode and a GraphNode in turn (by various rules) as shown in figure 1.

The constructor of the Triple class restricts the third argument to the GraphNode PHP
interface. Respectively the classes Var, IriRef, RDFLiteral, NumericLiteral,
BooleanLiteral, BlankNode, Nil, Collection and BlankNodePropertyList implement this

5 called type hinting as it is a new feature to the loosely typed language PHP
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Figure 1: A hierarchy within the SPARQL grammar

interface. This concept is analogical applied to all grammar rules; this guarantees that
only valid queries are constructed. All methods use the chaining mechanism: if a method
would return void, $this (the current object) is returned instead (which is the case for
setters etc.). This enables abbreviated method calls as in the first example.

4 Conclusion

The benefits of abstracting queries like described have been mentioned in section 1 and
indeed: Queries, that are available in full detail as a tree of objects, where each object is
of a specific type and thus has a defined semantic, are way more usable in situations in
which a query needs to examined or changed. By encapsulating this functionality into
classes we get the common advantages of object oriented programming and within our
application we now make extensive use of it. Doing the same in other (type safe)
programming languages and for other query languages (for example even SQL) seems a
promising idea, though we have not looked into that. This approach of modifications of
queries has shown to be both flexible and easy and in addition it enables further
development and powerful workflows.
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